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Dear Receiver,

Open Science and Research Initiative (ATT), set by the Finnish Ministry of Education and
Culture thanks the European Commission’s Interoperability Solutions for European Public
Administrations (ISA) programme, DG CONNECT, the EU Publications Office and the DCAT-AP
Revision Working Group for the possibility to review and comment the latest version (Draft 5)
of the DCAT Application Profile for data portals in Europe (DCAT-AP). The overall purpose of
the DCAT-AP, enabling cross-portal search for datasets and thus making public sector data
available across borders and sectors by exchange of descriptions of datasets among data
portals, is highly valued.

As part of the Initiative’s actions aiming at higher interoperability of research data and better
use of research resources, the DCAT-AP has been reviewed as a potential source and standard
for a data vocabulary for research data catalogues, such as Etsin. Etsin1, the National Research
Data Finder Service, is one of the services produced in the Initiative. It harvests metadata from
various research data repositories and archives, making the datasets searchable through a
single service accessible through browser and an API. Etsin would be the first service
candidate to conform to the national Research Data Application Profile, based on the DCAT-
AP.

1 https://etsin.avointiede.fi/en/
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Research practices and special operational environment, however, set requirements and
conditions for metadata management and modelling. Within the developing work for
Application Profile for research data some issues with the generic DCAT-AP profile arose. To
help the work of the Revision Working Group the comments from research specific point of
view are listed below as randomly assigned bullet points.

● Controlled vocabularies: Chapter 5.2. lists the controlled vocabularies that must be
used for certain properties. The recommendation to use controlled vocabularies is
good, but making the use of a certain, limited vocabulary mandatory complicates
applying the profile. Also the requirement that all conformant receivers need to
process all the mandatory vocabulary-based data does not take into account different
scopes and needs of the varied services. E.g. for licence documents (dct: type), the
use of the ADMS licence type vocabulary would require each portal to continuously
perform a local mapping to the actual licence list in use. This generates considerable
overhead and is practically impossible to do after the fact for existing data in the
portal. Making this aggregate level mapped to actual data available for search would
eventually make searches too heavy to run, thus degrading user experience. Creative
Commons licences are recommended by ATT and having the licence information in a
machine readable format should be enough to ensure interoperability between
portals.

● However, it is important to encourage agents publish their vocabularies and also use
vocabularies which are publicly available and open for reviewing.

● Controlled vocabularies with a draft status should not be defined as mandatory.
● New class proposal (adms:Identifier): Interoperable identifiers are extremely

important when linking data. Generally, not only is the Identifier class needed, but
also some additional information describing it, e.g. skos:notation, dct:creator,
dct:type, dct:subject. In addition to the adms:Identifier class and its properties
controlled vocabularies are needed to describe the type (urn, doi, lsid, issn, purl, etc.)
and the use of the Identifier (proprietary, version, alternative, etc.). For example,
scheme for identifier types is defined in DataCite ontology 2 or in DataCite Metadata
Schema 3.

● New association proposal (dct:contributor to dcat:Dataset): Dataset contributor as a
person or an organisation who, in addition to the creator, has contributed significantly
in the production of dataset. In research, these kind of efforts and participation are
important to note as they are seen as a research merit.

● New property proposal (dcat:contributorType eg. to Agent): In addition to the
contributor association - in order to publish some datasets - it is also required to
reference different type of contributors such as Projects or Funders. Type of
contributor could be stated as a controlled vocabulary (Project, Funder, Sponsor,
Researcher, etc.), please see e.g. contributorType in the DataCite Metadata Schema.
Some important metadata references in research context are OpenAIRE, DataCite and
re3data.org Registry of Research Data Repositories which may function as sources for
additional classes and properties.

2 http://www.essepuntato.it/lode/http://purl.org/spar/datacite#d4e402
3 https://schema.datacite.org/meta/kernel-3/doc/DataCite-MetadataKernel_v3.1.pdf
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● Clarification of Agent roles (publisher / distributor / rights holder): Agent roles are a
possible source for misunderstanding and threat to interoperability. In the DCAT-AP
the property publisher refers (as in the Dublin Core) to an entity (organisation; in DC
also person and service are included) responsible for making the Dataset available. In
research context publisher is generally associated with an entity responsible for
making the dataset available originally (for the first time). The entity or entities
responsible for making the dataset available after that or in addition to that entity is
called distributor. It is also important to state who is the right holder of the dataset (a
person or an organisation who according to the Copyright Act has the copyright on
the dataset and who decides upon the use of the dataset). This is needed in addition
to the Rights Statement. It is possible to add multiple publishers to the dcat:Dataset,
but currently there is no way to model that some publisher is a distributor/original
publisher/rights holder. Possible solutions:

○ Add separate distributor/publisher/rightsHolder associations from Dataset to
Agent.

○ Create controlled vocabulary that can be used to clarify the role of the Agent
(As suggested above, add dct:contributor from Dataset to Agent and
dcat:contributorType to the Agent).

○ (Addition to the proposals above): The DCAT-AP dataset has a property called
contact point (property contains contact information that can be  used  for
sending  comments about the dataset). In practice, these contact points
(organizations, persons, systems) may act as Distributors, accepting requests
to use the data and enabling access to it. The contact point property could be
extended to cover this type of information, which may be crucial for accessing
information that is not open but requires management of access rights via
requests and approvals.

● Documentation: Overall, understanding how the DCAT-AP vocabulary is meant to
applied, explicit instructions on the usage of mandatory and optional metadata is
appreciated. Chapter 7.0 Conformance statement lists the requirements for
conformance but its interpretation may cause difficulties. For example, the class
Checksum is defined as optional. However, it includes two mandatory properties and
only those. Does this in fact make the use of the class mandatory or does it mean that
if one property is defined both must be defined? Furthermore, in the draft there are
discrepancies between the descriptions of the Application profile classes and the
Quick  reference on Annex I,  e.g.  for  License document,  dct:type is  listed both as  a
recommended and mandatory property. Further clarification would assist in applying
the profile.

Yours sincerely,

Open Science and Research Initiative
Ministry of Education and Culture, Finland

contact: avointiede@postit.csc.fi
www: http://openscience.fi/frontpage
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ATT Metadata Working Group
Suvi Remes (Chair), CSC – IT Center for Science
Miika Alonen (Secretary), CSC – IT Center for Science
Pauli Assinen, Helsinki University Library
Juha Hakala, National Library of Finland
Liisa Hallikainen, Lapland University Consortium Library
Heikki Helin, CSC – IT Center for Science
Olli-Pekka Mattila, Finnish Environmental Institute
Markku Niemi, University of Helsinki
Jarmo Saarikko, Natural Resources Institute Finland
Vesa Salminen, Häme University of Applied Science
Osma Suominen, National Library of Finland

ATT Legal Rights Working Group
Viveca Still (Chair), Ministry of Education and Culture
Päivi Rauste (Secretary), CSC – IT Center for Science
Pirjo Kontkanen, University of Helsinki
Maria Rehbinder, Aalto University

Etsin - National Research Data Finder Service
Stina Westman (Service Manager), CSC – IT Center for Science
Mikko Koho, CSC – IT Center for Science
Pinja Koskinen, CSC – IT Center for Science
Juho Lehtonen, CSC – IT Center for Science

Should you require any further information on the comments, please contact:
Ms Suvi Remes, CSC – IT Center for Science / suvi.remes@csc.fi
Mr Miika Alonen, CSC – IT Center for Science / miika.alonen@csc.fi

The Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture promotes research information accessibility and
open science through the Open Science and Research Initiative4, which is set out for the years
2014-2017. The Open Science and Research Initiative is based on a broad-based cooperation
between ministries, higher education institutions, research institutions and research funders.
Open science has internationally become a significant way of promoting science and
increasing its societal impressiveness. Through open science, research results are quickly
available to other researchers which saves resources, improves the quality of research and
enables advanced research related questions to be raised. This calls for an extensive
accessibility to open access publications, open research data, open research methods and
tools, as well as increasing skills, knowledge and support.

4 http://openscience.fi/frontpage


